Protected assets effectively with cloud-based, flexible, and scalable platforms that integrate seamlessly into your security program for greater situational awareness.

In today's complex world, real-time situational awareness is critical for Security Professionals to make decisions regarding the security of assets and operational continuity on a daily basis. Allied Universal's Global Security Operations Center as a Service (GSOCaaS) offers the latest in threat intelligence capabilities and response tools, web and social media monitoring, mass notification communications, and workforce management platforms to provide additional layers of situational awareness and responsiveness to your security operations.

Affordable and easy to deploy, these common operating platforms provide options for your current and future needs. Technology can be integrated into your security programs gradually or as a full-capacity GSOC ecosystem.

GSOC & GSOCaaS CAPABILITIES

An organization's human assets and resources are as critical to enhancing situational awareness as the tools and technology in a GSOC. Threat intelligence is made actionable through human analysis, reporting and communication of critical events, and management of all physical and operational information work flow.

Allied Universal's specialized GSOC operators and analysts can either be dedicated to your location or operate remotely from our UL 827 listed, TMA Five Diamond designated Monitoring and Response Center (MaRC). The Allied Universal MaRC supports customers with GSOC services 24/7, providing reliable, redundant capacity, dedicated specialists or shared GSOCaaS resources.

The MaRC provides a managed services model focused on pre-defined customer physical and/or operational requirements, information analysis, alarm or event response, and critical incident reporting.

- Dedicated Client Dashboards for Asset Types, Locations, & Business Risk Profile
- Emergency Incident Support with Customizable & Scalable Services, Based Upon Needs
- Daily Briefing Report
- Information Management & Event Response of Physical Security Information Management (PSIM) & Operations Information (OPSIM) Products & Technologies
- Real-Time Alerting